SEC Conference Call - April 26

**Attending:** Wesson Gaige, Alfred Molison, Dave den Boer, Steven Gross, Matt Bauman, Travis Christal, Diane Wood, Laura Palmer, Don Palmer, Janis Richards, Jaime A. Morales, Hal Ridley, Jr., Bernadine Williams, Alán Alán Apurim, Mary Hendricks, Lee Carolson, Nancy Saibara-Naritomi, David Collins, Don Cook, Trey Legall

7:05 Laura welcomes participants, points out link to agenda in invite email, asks for additions/alterations

7:14 Jaime requests the addition of COVID-19 relief

7:16 Laura asks if minutes of state convention are available, secretary will have them done by end of week.

7:19 secretary reads results of voting for resolutions, posts link to March minutes in zoom chat (it was also in the agenda)

7:25 AAA suggests adding a discussion of voting by mail and increasing gas tax
   Mentions an article on www.gregpalast.com

7:33 Diane Wood on 287(g)

7:55 Brody & Laura on fundraising
   8:06 JAM suggests using UPS for shipping

Meeting for cleaning up website set for 4/29/20, Wednesday at 7PM
- Set recipients for SEC Calls to county leadership & SEC & others who have expressed interest.

8:26 JAM suggests adding feature to website for volunteer opportunities
   Laura says there is an option, but we need to use the people who have signed up for it

8:28 Timing of communications
   - Diane has draft about 287(g)
   - Greenline newsletter submission is 4/29
   - Tx newsletter for results & donations
   - Press release for results
   - Blog post & supporter blast

9:00 Alfred suggests having clearer directions on precinct nominating ballots

9:06 Travis suggests confirming before delegates & representatives are ready before Nat Con
9:12 JAM asks about Spanish-language communication
Laura says we do have a Spanish-language site, but it is undeveloped, a volunteer would be appreciated for that important task

9:14 Bernadine started to say something about the Georgia situation, but call dropped
8:15 Laura
9:17 Bernadine returns - says caucus has been formed for people who don't want to see party fractured by Georgia’s issue.

9:19 Current Events
JAM on Theodore Roosevelt's New Bill of Rights
http://www.rooseveltsecondbillofrights.com/Index.html
9:25 Alfred asks if we want to make a statement about COVID-19
Bernadine speaks on the unbalance of relief funds

9:30 Call for approval of March’s Minutes (allowing time to review them, we move to…)
9:32 Laura proposes Graphics & Fundraising call on Sunday, May 3rd, 7PM
No objections
9:34 AAA on Greg Palast’s mail-in-voting article
https://www.gregpalast.com/rush-to-vote-by-mail-could-cost-dems-the-election/
9:37 All agenda items covered, facilitator calls for other topics/statements
JAM recommends an HBO documentary about voting machines

9:41 Next SEC meeting set for May 17th, 7PM

9:43 Meeting adjourned.
Closing words by Bernadine on COVID aid misappropriation

zoom footage:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VPncHJOkWybcPWNkwubMXRXFus3u8lcX/view?usp=sharing